
 
 

 

 

 

PRODUCT UPGRADE & SUMMER MARKETING PROGRAM  
MUSKOKA LAKES 

 
VANCOUVER, BC – July 24, 2013 – AFG Flameguard Ltd, (“AFG” or the “Company”) 
(CNSX: AFG) is pleased to provide the following update regarding an upgrade to its 
premier first responder product and sales initiatives. 
 
DSPA 5 Starters Upgraded 
 
AFG’s handheld model the DSPA 5 has been used in over 30 deployments successfully 
reducing property damage and preserving life and safety. Following years of research 
and testing a ring type starter is being introduced to replace the string pulled starter. 
The metal grenade type ring avoids operator error by improving grip and lessening the 
pull force necessary for comfortable deployment.  
 
Muskoka Lakes Campaign 
 
On July 12, 2013, AFG conducted a live fire demonstration. It was conducted at the 
AFG reusable special purpose fire demonstration building. The building replicates a real 
fire scenario in a home. In June, advertising was placed in two yearbooks for Muskoka 
residents with distribution throughout approximately 8000 households. Advertising was 
also placed in Cottage Life magazine, with a national distribution of 50,000 subscribers 
and available on newsstands.  
 
The live demo was attended by residents, insurance officials, and fire officials. It 
demonstrated a fire in a typical living room with modern furnishings. Baskets of kindling 
were ignited and became fully engulfed in flames. The DSPA-5 was deployed and 
knocked the fire down in seconds. The fire only required 2 gallons of water to overhaul.  
For remote cottage and resort owners with limited access to water and fire services, the 
DSPA is very effective and minimizes use of water and time to extinguish flames. An 
Underwriters Laboratory video demonstrates a fire in a typical room that is furnished 
similarly to our demonstration building. In the video, the room is entirely consumed in 3 
minutes and 40 seconds. With a DSPA a home owner could safely deploy the unit from 
outside the room with the hand-held DSPA-5 thrown in the room or even an adjacent 
room. 
 
SNAP Approval  
 
Recently the DSPA technology was approved by the Significant New Alternatives Policy 
(SNAP) Program of the US  Environmental Protection Agency's program to evaluate 
and regulate substitutes for the ozone-depleting chemicals that are being phased out 
under the stratospheric ozone protection provisions of the Clean Air Act (CAA). This 
confirms our positioning as a Halon replacement which is particularly applicable to 
marine and boat installations but also computer rooms and industrial systems where 
Halon has been prevalent. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

Intumescent Paint Application in Kelowna 
 
Our HCA WLW coating product has demonstrated how it can be used to save money 
when building and to change in-use permits. In Kelowna, BC, a HCA WLW certified 
application provided the required Fire Resistance and Flame Spread treatment for 
gyproc and saved substantial costs to the homeowner. The use of our intumescent 
interior paint between floors in a legal residential basement suite, saved the traditional 
high cost method of adding another sheet of gyproc to achieve the fire resistance 
needed to legalize a suite. HCA WLW has also been used for the same application for 
industrial uses to meet fire resistance as well as flame spread requirements. HCA WLW 
is the only A class coating that has been proven to add fire resistance to wall, floor and 
ceiling assembly’s. AFG Flameguard works with fire prevention officers and building 
code inspectors to help solve fire code compliance problems and to ensure codes are 
met economically and with assurance. 
 
For more information, please visit AFG’s website at www.afg5.com and view AFG’s 
disclosure record on the CNSX website at www.csnx.ca and on SEDAR at 
www.sedar.com.   
 
Follow AFG on Twitter at twitter.com/afgflameguard or contact: 
 
AFG Flameguard Ltd. 
Tel: 604-617-7221 
855-736-6600 
Fax: 604-638-8106 
 
Neither the Canadian National Stock Exchange (the “CNSX”) nor its Regulation 
Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the CNSX) accepts 
responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
 
 
 


